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QUESTION 1

Which task must be running on the IBM Domino server to view mail routing topology layouts from within the Domino
Administrator client? 

A. Maps 

B. Sched 

C. MMTC 

D. Topology 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 2

How would Sophia use the Quick Find feature? 

A. She must be in the All Documents view in order to begin her search. 

B. She must bring up the search bar and start typing the information she would like to find. 

C. She must first create a customized view titled \\'Quick Find\\' then switch to that view and begin typing the information
she would like to find. 

D. She must start typing in any view and a dialog will appear. She can then choose which column to search and
continue typing the information she would like to find. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 3

What type of event generator can an IBM Domino administrator set up to monitor the number of dead messages in the
mail.box? 

A. server 

B. statistic 

C. database 

D. mail routing 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 4

When the LDAP service runs on a server, it spawns a schema daemon that runs at regular intervals. What is the
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schema daemon used for? 

A. The schema daemon is a task that must be loaded on all Domino servers configured with an Extended Directory
Catalog. 

B. The schema daemon monitors the Directory Assistance database and redirects name searches to the most
appropriate server. 

C. The schema daemon updates the IBM Domino Directory each time a new entry is added so it can be served up by
the LDAP task. 

D. The schema daemon ensures that each LDAP service running in the domain uses a schema that is up-to-date and
consistent across servers. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 5

The IBM Domino administrator is manually creating a directory from pubnames.ntf for external web user authentication.
She wants the web servers that currently use Configuration Directories to utilize the new directory as their remote
primary Domino Directory. Which step is required to configure this? 

A. Create a unique Domino domain name for the new directory in the Directory Assistance database. 

B. Replicate the new directory to all servers in the environment and enable HTTP web user authentication. 

C. Establish a mobile directory catalog and restrict new user creation to the new web user authentication directory. 

D. Specify the Domino domain of the servers with the Configuration Directories as the same in the Directory Assistance
database. 

Correct Answer: D 
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